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- M akes your Pro AV network by . .

- Verified with all connections of optical DVI/HDM I cables and modules for long distance extension.
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- M akes your Pro AV network by . .

- Verified with all connections of optical DVI/HDM I cables and modules for long distance extension.

ODM1818 ; 18 x 18 DVI Matrix Router

- Enables to make cross-switch among one of 18 DVI inputs and

any of 18 DVI outputs.

- Complies with DDW G1.0 for DVI standard.

- Executes DDC in compliance with HDCP.

- S upports graphic computer resolution up to W UX G(1,920x1,200)

at 60Hz andHDTV up to 1080p (1,920x1,080).

- Complies with optical HDM I/DVI cables at both sides of

inputs and outputs.

- Offers various user interface using US B, RS -232C, LAN (TCP/IP)

control and Front keys.

(1) US B: US B 2.0 device compatible.

(2) RS -232C: various baud rates and command line input

on Hyper terminal.

(3) LAN(TCP/IP): allows PC or controller to be remotely controlled

based on IP address.

(4) Front Keys: illuminated LED and toggle switch.

- S upports three options to set EDID for graphic cards.

(1) Factory setting: EDID to each input in factory-out and able to

restore it any time after taking other options.

(2) Direct DDC function to set EDID to any source by selecting one of

all connected monitors.

(3) User own program : able to restore any EDID to each source just

by once executing connection of specific input to a targeted monitor

and keep it until resetting.

- Offers three programming features for setting input and output

connection and EDID setting.

(1) Front keys: set EDID to each input and execute switching.

(2) Uses Opticis' GUI dedicated software: installed in your PC and

set interface types and switching configuration.

(3) Uses Hyperlink terminal in RS 232c interface and web browser or

telnet in LAN interface.

ODM1818 ; 18 x 18 DVI Matrix Router
- Fulfills real-time display of in-out set-up status on a 20* 4 LCD front window in tapping front keys.

- 19" Rack-mountable - Robust and heavy duty case.

- Dimensions (W x D x H) : 483 x 280 x 223 mm

- W eight : 11.5 kg
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